Trucking Industry Support for ATRI's GPS Data Initiative
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So what specifically can truck GPS data tell us?
United States and Mexico Border Crossing Truck Flows: Before, During and After Hurricane Harvey
This map shows normal truck flows to and from the Mexico border on Monday, August 21, 2017.
This map shows how truck flows to and from the Mexico border were impacted by Hurricane Harvey. The time period shown is Monday, August 28, 2017.
This map shows truck flows to and from the Mexico border during recovery efforts of Hurricane Harvey. The time period shown is Monday, September 4, 2017.
This map shows truck GPS pings in Florida on Thursday, September 7, 2017.
This map shows truck GPS pings in Florida on Friday, September 8, 2017.
This map shows truck GPS pings in Florida on Saturday, September 9, 2017.
This map shows truck GPS pings in Florida on Monday, September 11, 2017.
This map shows truck GPS pings in Florida on Tuesday, September 12, 2017.
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